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Expectation–maximization algorithm for PEPT

An expectation–maximization algorithm for positron emission particle tracking1
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We develop a new algorithm for the tracking of radioactive particles using Positron8

Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT). The algorithm relies on the maximization of the9

likelihood of a simple Gaussian-mixture model of the lines of response associated with10

positron annihilation. The model includes a component that accounts for spurious11

lines caused by scattering and random coincidence, and treats the relative activity of12

particles as well as their positions as parameters to be inferred. Values of these pa-13

rameters that approximately maximize the likelihood are computed by application of14

an expectation-maximization algorithm. A generalization of the model that includes15

the particle velocities and accelerations as additional parameters takes advantage of16

the information contained in the exact timing of positron annihilations to reconstruct17

pieces of trajectories rather than fixed positions, with clear benefits.18

We test the algorithm on both simulated and experimental data. The results show19

the algorithm to be highly effective for the simultaneous tracking of many particles20

(up to 80 in one test). It provides estimates of particle positions that are easily21

mapped to entire trajectories and handles a variable number of particles in the field22

of view. The ability to track a large number of particles robustly offers the possibility23

of a dramatic expansion of the scope of PEPT.24
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I. INTRODUCTION26

Positron Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT) is a method of tracking single particles us-27

ing the back-to-back emission of 511 keV photons from positron annihilation. The PEPT28

technique uses similar principles to Positron Emission Tomography (PET), in which a ra-29

dioactive tracer undergoing β+ decay emits positrons which subsequently annihilate with30

surrounding electrons, generating the back-to-back photons. The detection of these gamma31

ray pairs produces data in the form of lines in R3, known as Lines of Response (LORs).32

These LORs can then be used to determine the location of the radioactive tracer material.33

The highly penetrating nature of the 511 keV photons makes PEPT and PET ideal tech-34

niques for studying the internal dynamics of opaque systems, where optical techniques fail.35

However, there is a non-negligible probability that one photon may have undergone a Comp-36

ton scattering interaction with surrounding material. Alternatively, a random coincidence37

may be detected, where the instrumentation attributes a LOR to two uncorrelated photons.38

These scattered and random LORs may not cross the source, so complicate the tracking39

process.40

Typically, the PET technique consists of inverting the detected LORs to produce a three-41

dimensional image of radioactive scalar density by attributing levels of radioactivity to each42

voxel in the field of view. This requires a relatively long exposure time and is only suitable for43

visualising dynamic processes occurring on time scales of the order of 1 second. In contrast,44

in PEPT the radioactive sources are typically small particles less than a millimetre in size45

that can be treated as point-like sources. This strong prior allows us to dramatically reduce46

the amount of data required, and thus the exposure time, to accurately locate the particles.47

This makes it possible to track particle movement with significantly higher time resolution,48

to the order of 1 millisecond. This makes PEPT a powerful technique to study the dynamics49

of particles in fluid flows, especially particle-laden flows, molten metals or flows in opaque50

containers for which optical methods are unavailable1,2.51

Locating a single particle in PEPT consists of clustering the line data into an inlier and52

an outlier set, in which the inlier set contains the “true” LORs and the outlier set contains53

spurious lines generated by scattered photons or random coincidences. The particle position54

is then the centroid of the inlier set. The pioneering and widely used algorithm developed by55

Parker et al3 at the University of Birmingham performs such a clustering by iteratively trim-56
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ming the inlier cluster from its lines furthest from its centroid. However, to localize multiple57

particles at once several inlier clusters must be found. A generalization of the Birmingham58

algorithm has been developed to localize multiple particles sequentially but it fails to local-59

ize more than just a few particles. Other heuristic approaches have been developed, using60

e.g., feature voxel detection4, trajectory reconstruction5, Voronoi tessellations6, G-means61

clustering7, feature point identification8, spherical density analysis9 and machine learning10.62

Ref. 10 gives a convenient review of these approaches before developing an alternative based63

on cut-point clustering.64

In this paper, we develop a new algorithm to infer the position of multiple PEPT particles65

from detected LORs. The new algorithm departs from earlier ones in three significant66

ways. First, the clustering is carried out in the space of LORs rather than a space of67

representative points such as cut points (closest points between pairs of lines) or high-68

intensity voxels. Second, the method is anchored in Bayesian inference and based on a69

model of the physics of positron emission – as a result, the activity of each particle is inferred70

along with its coordinates. Third, the information provided by timestamp of detected LORs71

can be integrated into the model to infer particle velocities and accelerations in addition to72

positions, thus providing a direct approximation to the trajectories of the particles over short73

times. At its core, the algorithm relies on the maximization of the likelihood of a Gaussian74

mixture model. This is carried out using the expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm, a75

soft-clustering method well adapted to problems of this type11–14. EM is also a standard76

algorithm for the reconstruction of the emission density in PET15. The application to PEPT77

can be thought of as a variant is which the density to be reconstructed is known a priori to78

originate from a small number of particles.79

The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we present the Gaussian mixture model80

we propose to describe the generation of LORs by the radioactive particles, incorporating a81

crude representation of scattering. In section III, we introduce the new algorithm, which we82

term PEPT-EM, and demonstrate its capability on a basic example. In section IV, we gen-83

eralize the algorithm to track multiple moving particles, incorporating temporal information84

via velocity and acceleration inference, and we apply it to simple cases. In section V, we85

test the PEPT-EM algorithm on simulated and experimental PEPT data. We conclude in86

section VI.87
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FIG. 1: Schematic of the generation of a LOR: a radioactive particle located at x emits a

positron which is annihilated at a point y drawn from a Gaussian distribution centered at

x; the direction n of the LOR is distributed uniformly.

II. MIXTURE MODEL88

We model the generation of LORs as a result of positron emission as follows. Suppose89

there are K radioactive particles located at positions xk, k = 1, · · · , K and assume that,90

when a particle emits a positron, this is annihilated at a nearby point yk distributed accord-91

ing to a Gaussian distribution centered at xk with variance σ2
k. The probability that the92

annihilation occurs at a point y can then be written as93

P
(
y
∣∣∣{xk, σ2

k, ρk
}
1≤k≤K

)
=

K∑
k=1

ρk
(2πσ2

k)
3/2

e−(y−xk)
2/2σ2

k , (1)

where ρk is proportional to the activity of particle k, with
∑K

k=1 ρk = 1. Eq. (1) is the94

probability density of a Gaussian mixture, with ρk interpreted as the weight of component95

k of the mixture.96

A positron annihilation at y produces back-to-back photons travelling in a random di-97

rection. We represent this direction by a unit vector n distributed uniformly over the unit98

hemisphere. The associated LOR is then described by the parametric equation x = y+λn,99

with x an arbitrary point on the line and λ ∈ R the parameter. We characterize the LOR100

by the two vectors y and n, and write this as ` = |y,n). Observe that the characteriza-101

tion is not unique because ` = |y + λn,n) for any λ ∈ R corresponds to the same line as102

|y,n). The probability of a particular LOR ` is then obtained by integrating (1) over all103
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annihilation points which potentially generated this LOR, leading to104

P
(
`
∣∣∣{xk, σ2

k, ρk
}
1≤k≤K

)
=

1

2π

∫
R

dλP
(
y + λn

∣∣∣{xk, σ2
k, ρk

}
1≤k≤K

)
, (2)

where the factor 1/(2π) accounts for the uniform distribution of n over a unit hemisphere.105

Evaluating the integral in (2) gives106

P
(
`
∣∣∣{xk, σ2

k, ρk
}
1≤k≤K

)
=

K∑
k=1

ρk
4π2σ2

k

e−D
2(xk,`)/2σ

2
k , (3)

where107

D2(x, `) = |x− y|2 − ((x− y) · n)2 (4)

is the shortest square distance between the point x and the line `, which is independent of108

the specific characterization ` = |y,n) used. The distribution (3) can be interpreted as a109

Gaussian mixture model in the space of lines. Figure 1 illustrates this model for a single110

component. Note that, while we introduced the Gaussian model to represent the separation111

between radioactive particle and location of positron annihilation, it should be interpreted112

more broadly as describing the overall uncertainty in the location of LORs relative to the113

position of the particles that generate them, including the uncertainty arising from the finite114

resolution of the detectors. In our approach, the variances σ2
k characterizing this overall115

uncertainty are inferred from the data together with the ρk and xk.116

We account for outliers, that is, spurious LORs which result from Compton scattering or117

random coincidences, in a simple way. We add a component k = 0 to the mixture model118

(3), with ρ0 denoting the probability that a LOR belongs to this component, in other words119

that it be an outlier, and we assume that outliers are distributed uniformly in the space of120

observable LORs. The probability of a LOR becomes121

P
(
`
∣∣∣{xk, σ2

k, ρk
}
1≤k≤K

)
∝ ρ0α +

K∑
k=1

ρkσ
−2
k e−D

2(xk,`)/2σ
2
k , (5)

ignoring an irrelevant constant factor. Here α is a constant fixed a priori and interpreted as122

the inverse variance of the outlier cluster. In practice, α−3/2 is of the order of the volume of123

the field of view. The probability ρ0 is determined from the other ρk via the normalization124

condition
∑K

k=0 ρk = 1.125

The probability of observing a set of lines L = {`1, · · · , `N} is simply the product of N126
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factors of the form (5). Taking the logarithm leads to the log-likelihood function127

L
(
{xk, σ2

k, ρk}1≤k≤K
∣∣L) =

∑
`∈L

log

(
ρ0α +

K∑
k=1

ρkσ
−2
k e−D

2(xk,`)/2σ
2
k

)
. (6)

In principle, maximizing this function with respect to its 5K arguments gives the most128

likely positions xk of the radioactive particles and most likely weights ρk, proportional to129

the particles’ activities. In a Bayesian framework the contribution of a prior should be130

added but we do not introduce one, effectively assuming it to be uniform. Note that (5)131

only involves the geometry of the field of view through α: increased biases and errors in132

inferring the position of particles located near the edge of the field of view primarily result133

from a reduction in the number of observed LORs.134

The global maximization of (6) for more than a few particles is an extremely challenging135

numerical problem because of the high-dimensionality and possibility of local maxima. In-136

stead we employ the EM algorithm which maximizes a relaxed version of (6) and typically137

provides a good approximation to the true maximizer. We describe and test the algorithm138

next.139

III. EXPECTATION–MAXIMIZATION140

A. Algorithm141

The EM algorithm11–14 is tailored to mixture models described by a log-likelihood such142

as (6). It introduces unobserved (latent) random variables ζ` ∈ {0, 1, · · · , K} associated143

with each observed LOR ` and such that ζ` = k if ` has been generated by the annihilation144

of a positron emitted by particle k (or is an outlier if k = 0). For each `, ζ` is a random145

variable that gives the component of the Gaussian mixture model from which ` is drawn. It146

is introduced as an intermediate step to motivate the EM algorithm. For fixed parameters147

{xk, σ2
k, ρk}1≤k≤K , the probability that ζ` = k is given by the so-called latent weights,148

w`,k

({
xk′ , σ

2
k′ , ρk′

}
1≤k′≤K

)
=

ρkσ
−2
k e−D

2(xk,`)/2σ
2
k

ρ0α +
∑K

k′=1 ρk′σ
−2
k′ e−D

2(xk′ ,`)/2σ
2
k′

(7)
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for 1 ≤ k ≤ K and w`,0 = 1−
∑K

k=1w`,k. Note that the log-likelihood (6), when conditioned149

on the latent variables ζ`, takes a simple form:150

L
(
{xk, σ2

k, ρk}1≤k≤K |L, {ζ`}`∈L
)

=
∑
`∈L

 log
(
ρζ`σ

−2
ζ`

e
−D2(xζ` ,`)/2σ

2
ζ`

)
if ζl ≥ 1

log(ρ0α) if ζl = 0
. (8)

EM iterates over the values of the parameters {xk, σ2
k, ρk}1≤k≤K , maximizing at each step151

the expectation of (8) over the latent variables ζ`, assuming them distributed according to152

the latent weights (7) obtained at the previous iterate. This expectation is given by153

E{ζ`}
[
L
(
{xk, σ2

k, ρk}1≤k≤K |L
)]

=
∑
`∈L

(
w`,0 log(ρ0α) +

K∑
k=1

w`,k log
(
ρkσ

2
ke
−D2(xk,`)/2σ

2
k

))

and its maximization can be carried out explicitly. The optimal positions xk of the particles154

are found to be the weighted centroids of the LORs,155

xk = Centroidk ≡

(∑
`∈L

w`,kT`

)−1∑
`∈L

w`,kT` y`, with T` = I3 − n` ⊗ n`. (9)

Here I3 is the identity matrix and y` and n` characterize the LOR `, that is, ` = |y,n〉.156

The optimal variances σ2
k are given by157

σ2
k = Vark ≡

∑
`∈Lw`,kD

2 (Centroidk, `)

2
∑

`∈Lw`,k
. (10)

Finally, the optimal component weights ρk are given by158

ρk = Rk ≡
1

N

∑
`∈L

w`,k, (11)

with N the number of LORs. The weight of the outliers is determined as ρ0 = 1−
∑K

k=1 Rk.159

With the explicit formulas (9)–(11), the EM algorithm is straightforward. It starts by160

intializing the parameters {xk, σk, ρk}1≤k≤K . Then two steps are repeated alternatively until161

convergence: (i) the“expectation” step computes the latent weights w`,k from (7); and (ii)162

the “maximization” step updates the parameters {xk, σk, ρk} using (9), (10) and (11) with163

the current values of the w`,k.164
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Algorithm 1 PEPT-EM

1: Initialize {xk, σ2k, ρk}1≤k≤K

2: ρ0 ← 1−
∑K

k=1 ρk

3: repeat . Main loop

4: compute wk,` from (7) . Expectation step

5: for 1 ≤ k ≤ K do . Maximization step

6: if Constrained then

7: xk, σ
2
k ← Centroidk,Vark

8: else

9: xk, σ
2
k, ρk ← Centroidk,Vark,Rk

10: ρ0 ← 1−
∑K

k=1 ρk

11: end if

12: end for

13: until convergence

We note that, while we have so far identified K with the number of particles npart, it is165

often advantageous to take K > npart (and necessary when npart is not known). We then166

interpret K as a number of clusters, some of which capture outlier LORs. Particles are167

associated only with clusters (i.e. mixture components) k whose variances σ2
k are below a168

specified threshold, while the others are interpreted as outliers, together with the k = 0169

component. The number of clusters K and α are the only free parameters in the algorithm.170

These parameters can be tuned to reconstruct as many trajectories as possible while main-171

taining computational speed and convergence. The specific choice for α is less important172

when K is sufficiently large. In practice, to facilitate the convergence of the algorithm,173

it is sometimes useful to constrain the weights {ρk}0≤k≤K to prescribed values. This con-174

straint may be relaxed in the final algorithm steps. A pseudo-code implementation of our175

PEPT-EM algorithm including this possible constraint is given as Algorithm 1.176

B. Simple demonstration177

We first test the EM algorithm on synthetic LOR data generated according to the Gaus-178

sian mixture model of section II. We use npart particles drawn uniformly within a sphere179
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FIG. 2: PEPT-EM algorithm applied to LORs generated synthetically using the Gaussian

mixture model of section II, with a number of particles npart = 1, 5 and 10 and one outlier

component (see main text for details). The LORs are shown in the leftmost column. The

rightmost column displays the particles’ exact positions as blue crosses and the positions

estimated by the PEPT-EM algorithm as colored spheres. The middle columns show the

locations xk and standard deviations σk after the indicated number of iterations as colored

spheres of radius σk centered at xk (a mimimum value of the radius is set as 5 for

visibility). Colors are used for the npart mixture components with the smallest variances –

interpreted as particles – and black for the remaining components – interpreted as outliers.

The outliers are not shown in the rightmost column.

of radius 100 centered at the origin, with identical standard deviations σk = 5. An outlier180

component is added as an extra particle located at x0 = 0 with standard deviation σ0 = 100181

and weight ρ0 = 0.3. The weights of the npart are identical and given by ρk = (1− ρ0)/npart.182

We draw N = npart × 100 lines from this model and apply the EM algorithm to recover the183

particle positions xk from the LORs only.184
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The application of the PEPT-EM algorithm for different particle numbers npart and com-185

ponent numbers K ≥ npart is illustrated in figure 2. The weight of the outlier component186

k = 0 is α = 10−4. We used the constrained algorithm with ρk = 1/(K + 1) for 0 ≤ k ≤ K187

and then applied the unconstrained algorithm. The algorithm converges rapidly, locating188

the particles to within an error of about 0.4 which corresponds roughly to the standard devi-189

ation expected from the law of large number, σk/
√
Nρk ≈ 0.4. The figure illustrates how the190

variance of each component associated with a particle reduces as the iteration progresses,191

leaving high-variance clusters that capture outlier LORs.192

IV. PARTICLE TRACKING193

Because PEPT is applied to particles that are moving, we need to reconstruct full time-194

dependent trajectories rather than fixed positions. A timestamp t` is associated with the195

observation of each LOR `. A space-time statistical model of the LORs, generalizing the196

model of section II to include the (exponentially distributed) times t`, can be written down,197

but reconstructing entire trajectories on this basis, e.g. by attempting to maximize their like-198

lihood, is an extremely complicated task. Instead, we adopt a sequential approach and infer199

a sequence of snapshots of the particle positions from which trajectories are reconstructed200

a posteriori.201

A. Sequential tracking202

To infer the positions of the particles at regularly spaced times tn = nδt, n = 1, 2 · · ·n,203

with δt the time interval, the observed LORs are grouped in small batches204

Ln = {` ∈ L |t` ∈ (nδt−∆t/2, nδt+ ∆t/2)} . (12)

Here ∆t is an observation time that should be short enough that the particles can be205

considered as fixed over ∆t, but long enough that the particle positions can be inferred206

accurately. A straightforward approach simply applies the PEPT-EM algorithm to obtain207

the positions xk,n, variances σ2
k,n and densities ρk,n for each batch n which we associate with208

time tn. This can done independently for each n, in parallel, and followed by a trajectory209

reconstruction procedure to map particles from one tn to the next. However, a sequential210
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FIG. 3: Tracking of four particles. Trajectories inferred from synthetic LORs using the

sequential PEPT-EM algorithm (colored lines) are compared with the actual trajectories

(dashed lines). See section V A for details of the simulated trajectories and LOR data.

treatment is preferable: in most cases, the particles positions do not change much between211

successive times tn, making the output of a batch a very good initial guess for the next212

batch; this considerably reduce the number of steps required for the PEPT-EM algorithm213

to converge. Another benefit of the sequential treatment is that it provides automatically a214

very good first guess for the trajectory reconstruction, since the cluster labels k for successive215

batches generally correspond to the same particles. In practice, moving particles can enter216

and exit the field of view, so that the number of particles npart is unkown and can change217

between batches. This is handled by using a number of clusters K larger than the typical218

number of particles and using only the clusters with variances σ2
k below a threshold to219

identify particle trajectories. When a particle leaves the field of view, the variance of the220

corresponding cluster increases and the association particle/cluster is broken. The cluster221

then becomes available for new particles as they enter the field of view. In this way, the222

sequential algorithm identifies segments of trajectories whose number can change between223

batches while keeping a fixed number of clusters K throughout.224

The sequential tracking algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2. Figure 3 illustrates its225

application by showing the reconstructed trajectories of four particles moving in the field of226

view in simulated LOR data (details of the particle motion and LOR data generation are227

11
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given in section V A). The particles are correctly identified by the algorithm as soon as they228

enter the field of view and tracked accurately thereafter.229

Algorithm 2 Sequential tracking algorithm

1: Initialize {xk,0, σ2k,0, ρk,0}1≤k≤K

2: n← 0

3: repeat . Loop over batches

4: Update {xk,n, σ2k,n, ρk,n} using EM algorithm over Ln

5: {xk,n+1, σ
2
k,n+1, ρk,n+1}1≤k≤K ← {xk,n, σ2k,n, ρk,n}1≤k≤K

6: n← n+ 1

7: until completion

B. Higher-order tracking230

The sequential application of the PEPT-EM algorithm just described does not make use231

of the timing information of the LORs within each batch. Here, we propose a technique232

which exploits this information. We parameterize the particle trajectories by the Taylor233

expansion234

xk(t) =
M∑
m=0

(t− tn)m

m!

dmxk
dtm

∣∣∣∣
tn

(13)

about the batch’s mean time tn = nδt, truncated at order M . It is useful to write (13) in235

the matrix form236

xk(t) = Mn(t)Xn,k, (14)

where237

Mn(t) ≡
[
I3 (t− tn)I3 . . . (t− tn)mI3/m!

]
(15)

and238

Xk,n =


xk|tn

dxk/dt|tn
. . .

dmxk/dt
m|tn

 . (16)

Here, the 3× 3(M + 1) matrix Mn(t) is given while the 3(M + 1)-dimensional vector Xk,n239

has to be inferred.240
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With the parameterization (13), we can write the log-likelihood of batch n as241

L
(
{Xk,n, σ

2
k,n, ρk,n}1≤k≤K

)
=
∑
`∈Ln

log

(
ρ0,nα +

K∑
k=1

ρk,nσ
−2
k,ne−D

2(Mn(t`)Xk,n,`)/2σ
2
k,n

)
. (17)

This generalizes expression (6), obtained assuming fixed positions and corresponding to242

M = 0, to account for the motion of the particles within the time interval ∆t of each batch.243

We can extend the PEPT-EM algorithm to obtain an approximation of the parameters244

{Xk,n, σ
2
k,n, ρk,n}1≤k≤K maximizing this likelihood. A derivation paralleling that in section245

III gives the latent weights as246

w`,k,n =
ρk,nσ

−2
k,ne−D

2(Mn(t`)Xk,n,`)/2σ
2
k,n

ρ0,nα +
∑K

k′=1 ρk′,nσ
−2
k′,ne

−D2(Mn(t`)Xk′,n,`)/2σ
2
k′,n

, (18)

the optimal positions as247

Xk,n = Centroidk,n ≡

(∑
`∈Ln

w`,k,nM
T
n (t`)T`Mn(t`)

)−1 ∑
`∈Ln

w`,k,nM
T
n (t`)T` y` (19)

with T denoting the matrix transpose, and the optimal component weights as248

ρk,n = Rk ≡
1

Nn

∑
`∈L

w`,k,n, (20)

with Nn the number of LORs in batch n. In the following, we denote the order-M algorithm249

consisting of the repeated application of the expectation step (18) and maximization step250

(18)–(20) by “PEPT-EM-M”. Figure 4 illustrates the approximation of trajectories within251

batches used for PEPT-EM-0, -1 and -2.252

In sequential applications, the first guesses for the positions, velocities, etc. of a new batch253

can be obtained by extrapolating from the results of the previous batch. Figure 5 shows such254

a sequential application to a single (simulated) particle on an helical trajectory. The benefits255

of higher-order tracking are two-fold. First, the algorithm produces estimates for velocities256

and (for M ≥ 2) accelerations directly, without the need for subsequent differentiation of the257

trajectory data. As figure 5 demonstrates, this leads to much improved estimates. Second,258

it also makes it possible to treat much bigger batch size, since this size is restricted by the259

assumption that the trajectory over the time interval ∆t is well approximated by a degree-260

M polynomial rather than by the assumption of a fixed particle. Overall, the accuracy of261

the prediction can be significantly increased by using the higher-order EM algorithm. Note262
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FIG. 4: Higher-order tracking of a single particle from a single LOR batch. The exact

(parabolic) trajectory of the particle (black dashed line) is compared with the

approximations inferred using the PEPT-EM-0 (blue dot), PEPT-EM-1 (dotted red line)

and PEPT-EM-2 (solid magenta line) algorithms.

that our approach remains local in time, in contrast with the reconstruction of single global263

trajectories parameterized by spline functions achieved by the algorithm of Lee, Kim, and264

Pratx 5 .265

V. APPLICATION TO PEPT DATA266

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the PEPT-EM algorithm by applying267

it to several datasets. The first dataset is synthetic, generated by Monte Carlo simulations268

of particles moving in a simple prescribed flow; the other datasets are generated using real269

data from the ADAC Forte Gamma Camera at the University of Birmingham16. The Monte270

Carlo simulation was set up to emulate the ADAC Forte Gamma Camera, which we now271

introduce briefly.272

The ADAC Forte Gamma Camera, shown in figure 6, comprises two planes of scintillating273

detectors measuring approximately 59×47 cm2 with an adjustable separation between 25 to274

80 cm. The detectors contain a 16 mm thick thallium-doped sodium iodide (Na(T)I) crystal275

optically coupled to an array of 55 photomultiplier tubes, with a software-based readout276
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FIG. 5: Velocity and acceleration estimation. Comparison of the position (top), velocity

(middle) and acceleration (bottom) of a particle moving on a helical trajectory estimated

using the PEPT-EM-0 (blue cross), PEPT-EM-1 (orange star) and PEPT-EM-2 algorithms

(purple circle). A simple finite-difference approximation is used to estimate the velocity

and acceleration when they are not directly provided by the algorithm. For PEPT-EM-0

(resp. -1 and -2) 105 LORs are collected into 250 (resp. 125 and 32) overlapping batches of

1000 LORs (resp. 2000 and 8000). At every order, K = 2 clusters are used (removing the

one with the larger variance) and the parameter α is set to 0. The dashed line shows the

exact trajectory. The dimensionless distance and time are such that the standard deviation

of the Gaussian model is σ = 5 and the particle rotation period is 2π.

used to determine to location of each hit with a FWHM of approximately 6 mm. Coincident277

hits occurring within 15 ns of each other are recorded in a listmode format.278

A. Simulated GATE data279

In this first application of the PEPT-EM algorithm, we demonstrate the algorithm’s280

ability to track large numbers of particles. We generated 80 trajectories of particles advected281
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FIG. 6: The ADAC Forte Gamma Camera at the University of Birmingham. Two

scintillating detector screens are located on opposing sides of a cylindrical gantry.

by the Arnold–Beltrami–Childress (ABC) flow18 with random initial conditions. We use282

each trajectory as input for a Monte Carlo model of the ADAC Forte Gamma Camera at283

The University of Birmingham17. The Monte Carlo model was written using the GATE284

software package19, used to replicate the characteristics of positron emission and scanners285

through the use of validated physics models. By providing the particle trajectories to the286

model, we obtain LORs matching closely those that would be seen in a real experiment,287

including scatter and some random coincidences. We then combined the LORs generated288

by all the particles into a single dataset. An advantage of this approach is that a large289

number of particles with well-defined positions and trajectories can be generated to devise290

a challenging test for the PEPT-EM algorithm. The approach avoids the difficulty that, in291

a fully realistic set up where all the particles are simulated together, the near-simultaneous292

emissions by all the particles can lead to saturation of the detectors, a phenomenon which293

puts an upper limit on the number of particles that can be handled with current hardware.294

Figure 7 shows the 80 exact particle trajectories and their reconstructed approximation295

obtained using PEPT-EM-1 with K = 160 clusters. The tracking is remarkably accurate,296

in spite of the large number of particles and their close proximity. The 80 clusters not297

associated with particles efficiently collect outlying LORs, leading to clean trajectories. The298
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FIG. 7: Tracking of 80 simulated particles. Comparison of particle trajectories inferred by

the PEPT-EM-1 algorithm (colored) to the exact trajectories (dashed). The 10

second-long particle trajectories are generated by an ABC-flow with parameters

A = B = C = 0.01 m s−1 and wavelength λ = 50 mm, using random initial conditions and a

periodic cubic domain [−150, 150]3 mm3. The LORs are generated by a Monte Carlo

model of the ADAC Forte Gamma Camera using the software package GATE17, assuming

particles with an equal activity of 20 MBq. K = 160 clusters are used and the LORs are

collected into 90 ms-long successive frames with a 60 ms overlap.

results strongly suggest that advanced reconstruction algorithms such as PEPT-EM can299

remove one of the barriers currently preventing the use of PEPT to track more than a300

handful of particles.301

B. Ten rotating particles302

The following sections describe trajectory reconstruction with real experimental data. For303

the first experiment, we embedded 10 radiolabelled ion-exchange resin particles measuring304

approximately 0.3 mm in diameter into a piece of foam, at well-spaced locations marked on305

a 1 cm2 grid (see figure 8a). Each tracer had an activity between 1 and 4 MBq. The foam306
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(a) (b)

FIG. 8: Photograph of the 10 particles attached to the grid with their locations highlighted

(left), and positions located using PEPT-EM-0 and static data acquisition (right).

was attached to a turntable to make the particles rotate. The turntable was placed in the307

field of view of the ADAC camera. A static data acquisition was performed first, followed308

by data acquisition with the turntable rotating at approximately 80 rpm.309

The LORs detected in each experiment are used to reconstruct the particle positions310

using PEPT-EM. The static set is analysed using PEPT-EM-0, as there is no velocity or311

acceleration. The positions found in this way are shown in figure 8 and match closely the312

exact positions. The particle positions for the rotating experiment are tracked using PEPT-313

EM2, using 100 ms time batches with 80 ms overlap, such that we infer positions along the314

particle trajectories every 20 ms; K = 13 clusters are used, with α = 10−4. The inferred315

positions are shown in figure 9. The 10 particles are successfully tracked for most of the316

experiment, but there are breaks in the trajectories of 4 of the particles. This occurs at317

where the particles exit and then re-enter the field of view along the y-axis in the (x, y)-318

plane. This was done deliberately to test the ability of the algorithm to loose and then find319

non-contiguous paths.320

In figure 10, we show the position, velocity and acceleration along 3 trajectories recon-321

structed by PEPT-EM-2. We also fit the data using a 1D sine curve. This shows that the322

algorithm provides a relatively smooth velocity but that the acceleration is significantly nois-323

ier. The noisy acceleration is in contrast with that of the single-particle experiment shown in324

figure 5, reflecting the complexity introduced by multi-particle tracking. The RMS residual325
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FIG. 9: Trajectories tracked by PEPT-EM-2 in experiment with 10 rotating particles.

Discontinuities in the sinusoidal patterns indicate a temporary loss of tracking but overall

the 10 trajectories are identified. Trajectories are colored according to the cluster label k.

of the fit to the tracked position is 0.76 mm, 0.39 mm and 0.64 mm for the three particles326

respectively. The RMS residual of the velocity fits are 0.015 m/s, 0.009 m/s and 0.010 m/s327

respectively and the RMS residual of the acceleration fits is 1.23 m/s2, 0.66 m/s2 and 0.79328

m/s2 respectively. This compares with typical displacements, velocities and accelerations of329

the order of 10 cm, 0.3 m/s and 2 m/s2.330

We experimented using PEPT-EM-0 and PEPT-EM-1 to track the particles. We found331

PEPT-EM-0 to be able to identify more particles simultaneously than PEPT-EM-1 and332

PEPT-EM-2, however with larger variances and errors. We also found that PEPT-EM-1333

and PEPT-EM-2 were better at segregating “inlier” and “outlier” clusters, with a clearly334

defined gap in the variances. Overall, PEPT-EM-1 and PEPT-EM-2 performed at a similar335

level and significantly better than PEPT-EM-0.336

C. Pipe-flow experiment: merged trajectories337

This section and the following section use multi-particle data sets synthesised from real338

experimental data that was originally intended to be studied using single-particle tracking.339

Firstly, the experimental setup is described.340
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FIG. 10: Tracked locations, velocities and accelerations of 3 selected particles from the 10

rotating-particle experiment in figure 9.

A small number of radioactive particles were placed into a flow loop to enable the tracking341

of liquid flow in a pipe. The flow conditions are arbitrary for our purposes. The number342

of particles in the loop is small enough that typically only 1 particle is in the field of343

view at any one time, allowing PEPT to be performed with single particle tracking using344

the Birmingham Method. A subset of the recorded data is shown in figure 11, where the345

tracked locations reported by the Birmingham Method are shown alongside the frequency346

of recorded coincident events from the ADAC camera.347

We synthesize a new, more challenging data set by merging the LORs generated by 10348

particles. The reason we opt to do this is two-fold. Firstly, the effective data rate of the349

ADAC Forte Gamma Camera is rate-limited to approximately 80 kHz due to dead times in350

the scintillator crystal and associated readout electronics. This effectively limits the number351

of particles than can be tracked during a finite time window using this detector system.352

However, new systems capable of recording larger event rates are currently under develop-353
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FIG. 11: Subset of the pipe flow data used to synthesise multiparticle datasets. The

along-pipe axis coordinate of 6 particles, tracked using the Birmingham method are shown

as functions of time (top panel), together with the count rate of recorded LORs (bottom

panel).

ment at the University of Birmingham and elsewhere. Secondly, producing a large number354

(> 10) of particles with sufficient activity is challenging; work is underway to refine the nec-355

essary process. We therefore rely on a synthetic data set to test the PEPT-EM algorithms356

with a number of particles that, although not achievable in our current experimental set357

up, is within the reach of the upcoming generation of detectors and tracers. Although the358

synthetic data set does not fully replicate the complexity of a true multi-particle experiment,359

in particular by reducing the number of random coincidences, we use it as a platform to360

demonstrate the PEPT-EM technique, highlight its potential, and motivate new detector361

and tracer developments.362

We first choose 10 trajectories from the tracked single particle set. The trajectories are363

chosen arbitrarily, but include a large range of velocities. The LORs occuring in specific364

time windows associated with each trajectory are then extracted. The time windows are365

chosen to be separated by low-activity periods with count rates below 1 kHz. This gives 10366
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FIG. 12: (a) Along-pipe coordinate as a function of shifted time for the 10 trajectories

used to construct a merged data set (top panel) and LOR count rate (bottom panel). (b)

Count rate for the merged LOR dataset as a function of time.

sets of LORs which are then merged, shifting the initial times of each set to obtain a single367

set in which the LORs generated by the 10 particles overlap. The individual trajectories368

and LOR count as functions of the new, shifted time are shown in figure 12.369

This merged data set is then tracked using PEPT-EM-1, with K = 10 clusters using370

α = 10−5. Each frame comprises a 50 ms batch of LORs, which overlap by 30 ms. We371

compare each reconstructed trajectory using multiple particle tracking from PEPT-EM-1372

with those from single particle tracking using the Birmingham Method. In a single instance,373

a maximum of 5 particles are in the field of view in our merged dataset. The trajectories374

are separated simply using the cluster label attributed by PEPT-EM-1.375

We first perform some simple analysis to compare the trajectories produced by PEPT-EM,376

applied to the merged dataset, and the Birmingham Algorithm, applied to single trajectories.377

The average location of each particle is recorded in 50 ms bins across the length of each378

trajectory. This is done for both PEPT-EM1 and the Birmingham Algorithm so that the379

two trajectories could be directly compared. An example of this is shown in figure 13. The380

RMS difference in position averaged over all trajectories is 1.7 mm in the axial (along-pipe)381

direction, 0.3 mm in the vertical direction, and 0.8 mm in the transverse direction. Since382

the typical uncertainty on a PEPT experiment using the ADAC camera is of the order of 1383
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FIG. 13: The tracked locations produced by PEPT-EM-1 and the Birmingham method for

a single trajectory, and the difference between the two results in the axial, vertical and

planes calculated in 50 ms bins.

mm, we consider the results using multiparticle tracking with PEPT-EM1 on this dataset to384

be comparable with those produced using the Birmingham method. It can also be observed385

in 13 that the most significant differences in the axial plane occur at the start and end of386

the PEPT-EM trajectories.387

We note that in figure 14 some trajectories are not completely reconstructed when simply388

identifying them by their cluster label. At points where particle trajectories become close389

together, clusters become difficult to separate. This could be improved in post-processing390

by using more advanced trajectory separation.391
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FIG. 14: Trajectories of 10 particles in the pipe-flow experiment as reconstructed by

PEPT-EM-1. The points are coloured by their cluster ID as allocated by PEPT-EM-1.

The underlying black lines are the original trajectories as reconstructed by the

Birmingham algorithm.

D. Pipe-flow experiment: flow-profile reconstruction392

The final data set comprises real experimental data used to estimate the velocity profile393

of liquid flow in a pipe. We again use the technique of merging LOR data to model multiple394

particle tracking.395

In the experiment, 10 quasi-neutrally buoyant ion exchange resin particles measuring396

approximately 0.3 mm in diameter, with initial activities between 20-30 MBq were used to397

track the flow in a set up similar to that of the previous section. The data was acquired over398

a time period of 90 min, with typically no more than one tracer in the camera field-of-view399

at any one time. We take the raw data set, comprising LORs measured in a 90 minute400

period, and divide into slices with a length of 5 minutes. We modify the time stamps of each401

slice, so that the first recorded LOR in each slice occurs at t = 0 and each slice happens over402
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a common 5 minute period. The raw LORs are then sorted by their individual time stamps403

to merge the slices into a single dataset for tracking with PEPT-EM-1. We choose to use404

PEPT-EM-1 to demonstrate that it can be used to characterize the bulk characteristics of405

flow in a single short experiment.406

Particles trajectories are reconstructed using PEPT-EM-1, with a batch time interval407

of 50 ms, an overlap of 30 ms, and K = 10 clusters. The algorithm provides an estimate408

for the position, velocity and variance of each cluster for each batch. Clusters with sizes409

exceeding 10 mm are considered as outliers. The inferred along-pipe velocities are then410

binned as a function of the radial coordinate of the pipe to obtain the mean-flow profile411

shown in figure 15. The profile is compared with the 1/7th power law velocity profile that is412

typically used to describe velocity profiles in turbulent pipe flows20, with good agreement.413

Our experiment demonstrates the potential for multiparticle PEPT and PEPT-EM to vastly414

reduce the experimental time required to obtain a velocity profile, as well as a reduction in415

the computations needed to produce such a profile. By using PEPT-EM-1, the velocity at416

each point is inferred by the algorithm, therefore a velocity profile is constructed through417

simple binning, removing the extra step of calculating velocities by finite differences as418

required by prior PEPT methodology.419

VI. CONCLUSION420

In this paper, we introduce and assess a novel algorithm, PEPT-EM, for tracking multiple421

particles in PEPT. The algorithm relies on the maximization of a likelihood associated with a422

simple model of positron annihilation and photon emission, using the standard expectation–423

maximization (EM) method to estimate the maximising parameters and hence the particle424

positions. The algorithm is best applied sequentially, using a sequence of batches of LORs425

to reconstruct successive particle positions. Using the outcome of one batch as a first guess426

for the maximization for the next batch greatly accelerates the convergence of the EM427

algorithm. Moreover, it naturally leads to the cluster labels k remaining attached to the428

same particle across batches, so entire trajectories are reconstructed with minimal post-429

processing. Higher-order tracking, which infers derivatives of the positions, improves this430

further and yields smooth approximations for the velocities and possibly accelerations along431

trajectories. We note that PEPT-EM also provides an estimate for the (relative) activity of432
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FIG. 15: Velocity profile constructed using PEPT-EM1 from LOR generated by 10

particles in a pipe flow. A 1/7th power law profile is overlaid.

each particle. This provides a way of distinguishing particles, potentially useful in case of433

collision as recently proposed in Ref. 10.434

Multi-particle tracking is still a relatively novel development in the world of PEPT. The435

difficulty of identifying individual particles, some in close proximity, with accuracy and reli-436

ability have prevented the technique being used routinely. We emphasize the strong benefits437

of multi-particle tracking: not only does it greatly speed up the data acquisition process,438

it also makes it possible to examine spatial correlations in fluid flows, as is essential to un-439

derstand turbulent phenomena or particle–particle interactions. The PEPT-EM algorithm440

is one of several recently proposed algorithms6–8,10 which can transform the range of appli-441

cability of PEPT by enabling the tracking of large numbers of particles. A comparison of442

several algorithms including PEPT-EM, assessing their performances on a series of bench-443

mark tests, is currently underway. It will be the subject of a future review paper. We hope444

that progress in trajectory-reconstruction algorithms will stimulate new improvements in445

detection hardware, in particular increasing the maximum data acquisition rate which, at446

present, remains a limiting factor in tracking large numbers of particles.447

We conclude by emphasizing the Bayesian grounding of the PEPT-EM algorithm, which448
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is based on a (forward) model for the generation of LORs by particles with given activities449

and given locations. This provides a framework to incorporate prior information, e.g. bounds450

on the radioactivity of the particles, and to go beyond the simple maximization to quantify451

the uncertainty of the reconstructed trajectories. Work in this direction is also underway.452
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